**ABSTRACT**: In this paper we try to wrestle with the triviality objection to the concept of the same good. If we define two resources as serving the same list of ends, then whether these items can be subsumed under the rubric of the “same good” revolves around how we conceive of ends. If ends are at least partly language-dependent, that is, the way of individuating ends depends on the level of generality with which we refer to them, then the notion of the same good seems trivial. In extreme cases, we can specify ends in such a manner that no two items would fall into the-same-good category. Or, we can construe ends so generally that all resources would be conceptualized as the same good for they would serve the same general ends; e.g., of benefitting their owners. After presenting the problem in detail, we study the implication of our construal of ends. We conclude by showing that the triviality objection cannot undermine Austrian subjectivism.
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I. INTRODUCTION: STATING THE PROBLEM

The problem of the triviality objection has already been hinted at (Wysocki and Block, 2018), in which these authors suggest an improvement on Machaj’s (2007, p. 236) contention that: “We recognize some things as ‘supplies,’ because we realized they could serve the same end.” What Wysocki and Block offered instead was:

We claim that Machaj’s grain of analysis is too crude to capture the concept of the same good. For let us imagine that an economic actor is confronted with a car and a scooter. Obviously, the two serve some common ends. Yet, unless the actor is blinded to the non-overlapping ends both serve, he would falsely treat them as the same economic good. If an actor’s crudely described end is to travel from A to B without specifying either the velocity of the travel or the overall comfort thereof, can these two (with a huge stretch of imagination) be considered two units of the same good?

On the face of it, it appears to be a satisfactory rebuttal of Machaj’s position. The fact that two items satisfy the same end is insufficient to make them the same economic good for there can be other non-overlapping ends they can serve, which would effectively make them distinct economic goods. So far, so good. Yet, there is a crucial intervening factor that is easy to miss. For the question arises: how do we construe ends; or, more precisely, how do we individuate ends? What level of specificity should be involved in individuating them? The proper way of referring to ends is no trivial matter because we are going to arrive at different conclusions as to a list of ends depending on how specifically/generally they are described.¹

In Section II we attempt to sharpen the formulation of the problem. The burden of Section III is to study the implications of the framework of ends and choices we propose here. In Section IV

¹ We should bear in mind that ends, being mentally envisaged, are described in intensional terms. For instance, when we have a need to go to a cinema to see a film, what would satisfy this need is at least some set of action-tokens. It could be a film F₁ in cinema C₁ or film F₂ in cinema C₂ etc. Our ends are rarely if ever specific as to be satisfied by only one action token. This fact allows us for referring to ends in intensional, rather than extensional, terms, which, in turn, gives rise to our problem of ends being at least party language-dependent.
we explain why the notion of supply must be relative to a given economic actor. We conclude in Section V.

II. SHARPENING THE FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

Let us illustrate our above rather abstract considerations. To give the triviality objection as sharp a formulation as possible, we make these two claims:

1) we can pick such ways of referring to ends that would necessarily render all resources as the same economic good (the same supply) and,

2) alternatively, we can choose such ways of referring to ends that would necessarily render all resources as distinct economic goods.

Both outcomes seem highly unwelcome. The first would render the predicate “the same economic good” utterly useless, for this relation would be always instantiated between any two resources (objects) to which we can refer. Hence, the predicate “the same good” would be utterly uninformative and therefore useless. It would be impossible to think of at least one pair of objects such that the relation of “the same good” does not hold between them. There is a rule in logic to the effect that if there is no object that this predicate does not apply to, then the predicate is dispensable for it does not refer to any distinctive property. After all, ex hypothesi, all the objects share it.

The second, on the other hand, renders “the same economic good” a relation sui generis, something which closely resembles the relation of identity. It would follow that the relation of the same economic good would divide the universe of resources into non-overlapping one-item categories. There would not be any two distinct objects that could instantiate the relation of the same economic good. In other words, such a concept of the same good would render as many singletons as there are individual physical objects. Then, the notion of supply would not make any

---

2 There would be an indefinitely large number of these, but not an infinite one. This is because for Austrian economists, resources are discrete, not infinitesimally small. That is, strictly speaking, no supply curve, nor any on the demand side
sense at all. There would always be only one element in the supply of any good.

Let us now illustrate how ends should be specified to arrive at our two—equally unwelcome—outcomes. First, for everything to stand in relation of “the same economic good” to everything else (and to itself!), we must refer to ends in most general terms possible. One such example is “to satisfy a need” (Wysocki and Block, 2018). When we choose such a criterion for identifying ends, then, trivially, everything that counts as an economic good satisfies that criterion, for it consists of the satisfaction of a need that distinguishes economic goods from all other matter. In this extreme case, we would end up with a supply of one economic good. The point is, all economic goods necessarily satisfy a need, otherwise, they would not be found in this category. Given such a level of specificity of ends to satisfy, cars, women, films and music would be economically indistinguishable.

Now let us turn to illustrating how we can end up with each economic good constituting a distinct one from all the others, which is a situation of economic goods being as numerous as resources. Here, the whole universe of economic goods ordered by the thus conceived relation of sameness would yield sui generis sets. Each would contain only one economic good. There would be no two goods that would be considered identical; e.g., as part of the same supply. It is not difficult to determine how to yield such an outcome. It is enough to describe an end so specific that only one

either, are smooth, and thus differentiatable or integrateable. For a praxeological criticism of mathematics in mainstream economics that would deny this contention, see Anderson (2001, 2002); Barnett (2003, 2004); Barnett and Block (2006, 2010); Bratland (2000); Bylund (2011); Callahan (2001); Cachanosky (1985, 1986); Hazlitt (1959); Herbener (1996); Hutt (1979); Jablecki (2007); Kirzner (1990); Leoni and Frola (1977); Levinovitz (2016); Menger (1973); Mises (1977, 1998 [1949]); Murphy (2008); Murphy, Wutscher and Block (2010); Pfleiderer (2014); Reekie (1984a, 1984b); Rizzo (1979b); Röpke (1956); Rothbard (1960, 1988, 1993, 1997b, 2011a, 2011b); Shostak (2002); Spadaro (1956); Syrios (2017); Wolfram (2002); Wutscher (2005).

resource can fit the description. For instance, let us consider an end such as “quenching thirst at a unique place,” with the location being specified in terms of Cartesian coordinates. Our entire supply would then be the universe of drinks at this precise spot. But now, alas, each of them constitutes a different economic good. In this situation, we cannot speak of a supply of drinks but rather of as many supplies of drinks as there are drinks (as understood as physical objects) and as many spots or places there are in the universe. What is more, equipped with such a finely-grained conceptual apparatus, we can finally do justice to Machaj’s (2007) intuition that a wedding ring on your fiancée’s finger is a distinct economic good from all the other wedding rings physically indistinguishable from that one. Now, we can render Machaj’s insight trivially true by calibrating the level of specificity/generality of an end that the rings are supposed to serve. To make the ring actually given to a fiancée economically distinct from all the other physically identical rings, the specification of an end should run along, more or less, these lines: “to derive satisfaction from an actual fact of receiving a gift from a loved one.”

With the distinction between potentiality and actuality, we can easily make any otherwise physically identical stack of items economically distinct. At the very least, such a stack would split into two distinct classes of economic goods, with one a mere singleton containing the ring actually given as a gift. That is, one class would be a singleton encompassing an actually given ring, while the other ones would include all the other physically identical wedding rings. The same would apply to any other type of item in question. An actually received book can (on this account) be considered a different economic good from its identical copies, or counterparts, etc.

4 Assuming that there are non-drinks that we can economize under such circumstances, there must be some other criterion to single out other economic goods in this example. Yet, the point remains valid: with an end specified in such a manner, all the drinks are economically distinct.

5 Similarly, we can attain this end simply by resort merely to geographical space. No two things can occupy the same exact location. Therefore, all rings, or anything else for that matter, necessarily occupy different places in the universe. No matter how identical they may be in other regards, in this one they are different. Hence, each constitutes the supply of a separate good.
As an aside, it is worth noticing that the actuality/potentiality distinction applied as a criterion to determine whether a heap of items are the same economic goods or not closely resemble the well-identified fact that that two goods are the same economic good cannot be by any means demonstrated in action (Wysocki and Block, 2018). Action is analogous here to actuality and prior-to-actual-choice situation is analogous to potentiality. It has been long recognized by Block that there can be no indifference demonstrated in action. Now, we can see which assumption lay behind Block’s contention: he believed (and made it explicit) that when we are confronted with a heap of physically identical items and we happen to pick up a particular one, the inference is that the one actually picked up immediately starts constituting a different economic good, distinct from the ones we did not choose. Seen in this light, it is no surprise that Block maintained that a bunch of identical dollar bills are the same economic goods before action, but then split into two classes of distinct economic goods once a particular dollar bill has been picked up; e.g., for the purpose of making payment. However, we can specify serviceability in such a manner that actuality (an actual choice) plays no role. For example, we would be inclined to say that this bunch of dollars are all the same economic good whether they were acted upon or not because we construe their serviceability only as a potential. That is, even if we choose a particular dollar, we can claim that equally well any other dollar could have been picked up and that is why they are economically on a par. This counterfactual statement cannot be demonstrated in action either, but the relation of sameness between economic goods does not yield itself to demonstration easily.

III. IMPLICATIONS OF SPECIFYING ECONOMIC GOODS IN TERMS OF DIFFERENTLY CONSTRUED ENDS THEY SERVE

Since we established (or stipulated?) that whether two goods fall into the same-good category depends on at what level of

---

6 Block (2009), Block and Barnett (2010).
7 And so the fact that two resources are the same economic goods cannot by the same token be demonstrated via human action.
8 See fn. 9, supra.
generality we specify the ends they respectively serve, we are now ready to carry on with our agenda and study the implications of our concept of supply and hence the supply curve.

First of all, we posit that whether two items represent the same economic good always depends on how a given economic actor envisages his ends. This, in turn, implies that there can be no inter-subjectively correct answer to the question of whether two physical goods can be subsumed under the category of the same good. For the answer thereto is always contingent upon the way of referring to an actor’s ends. Or, in other words, the decisive factor is the way an actor mentally frames his choices. For instance, consider a person who envisages his choices (in intensional mental terms) as (in the descending value scale):

1. Going to a cinema with a woman
2. Playing football with friends
3. …

Taking this description seriously, we must conclude that (prior to taking any real action), any ordered pair \((a, b)\), where \(a\) stands for cinemas and \(b\) stands for the companionship of women, would do equally well. That is, as envisaged, there would be no real choice\(^9\) between cinemas and neither would there be between accompanying women as the use of an indefinite article suggests. After all, an economic actor frames his most important end as going to a cinema with a woman. This implies that it is any cinema and any woman in combination that would allow this economic actor to achieve his end. Economically speaking, all female companionship falls into the same class (they constitute one and the same supply for this actor) and the same applies to available cinemas.\(^{10}\) What

\(^{9}\) At least as believed by this actor. Equivalently, we might say that the actor believes that any cinema is as good as any other and the same applies to the companionship of women. Technically speaking, all available cinemas would constitute the same economic good and all female companionship also fall into one and the same class of economic goods—though that class is obviously distinct from a class of the cinemas mentioned earlier.

\(^{10}\) There can be an interesting objection raised against us; that is how we do know that in our scenario female companionship and cinemas constitute distinct economic goods? After all, both female companionship and cinemas contribute to the satisfaction of this end and our very criterion of distinguishing between different
is more, any pair instantiating the generically described action of going to a cinema with a woman would be preferred to any action-token exemplifying playing football with friends.

However, undeniably, the choice specification may be subtler. To that effect, consider what follows:

1. Going to cinema C with a woman

Now, no other cinema than C would do equally well although the actor still considers the companionship of all available women as constituting the same economic good. Now, any ordered pair \((C, b)\), where C is a proper name of that given cinema, and \(b\) again ranges over some universe of available women would be, from the point of view of the actor in question, as good as any other, which implies that all available female companionship falls into the category of the same economic good.

Finally, an end may be specified as specifically as possible, e.g.

1. Going to cinema C with a woman W, traveling along the road R

Now, any means contributing to that end are necessarily heterogeneous; that is, it is only cinema C, woman W and road R that will do. No other alternatives are equally good. It follows that cinema C is economically distinct from any other cinemas available, and the economic goods is by consulting which ends (given by intensional descriptions) a given means can satisfy. Now, if it were the case that the only end a cinema can satisfy is to go with a woman thereto and the only end female companionship can satisfy is go to a cinema so accompanied, we would apparently be at a loss. For it would then be the case that the ends served by the two would be co-extensive and therefore equivalent. In the absence of cinemas, female companionship would cease to be an economic good; whereas in the absence of female companionship, cinemas would lose their economic character; nay, they would even lose the character of a good—they would then be useless. Our reply is two-fold. First of all, even if co-extensive, these two economic goods would be accounted for by different descriptions: cinemas would still serve as a place to take a woman, while female companionship would serve to go to a cinema so accompanied. Even if services are co-extensive (if female companionship is an economic good, you take the woman to a cinema; and when a cinema is an economic good, you go there with female companionship), these two rather constitute perfectly complementary goods. Second, and less philosophically, our economic actor could easily envisage some ends female companionship can satisfy outside cinemas, which would conclusively render cinemas and female companionship economically distinct.
same point holds for women and roads. Summarizing, whether any given pair of goods are in the same supply depends on how a given economic actor frames his ends. A pair of items would thus constitute the same economic good relative to one way of describing ends but not from the other.

IV. WHY THE NOTION OF SUPPLY MUST BE RELATIVE TO A GIVEN ECONOMIC ACTOR

First, it must be noted that since we construe the same economic good as encompassing the items that are believed by an economic actor to serve the same ends (goals being framed by that actor himself), physical sameness does not readily translate into economic identity (see: Machaj’s example of a wedding ring). What is more, belonging to the category of the same economic good could be imputed by an actor on items of different physical constitution since he might find them equally serviceable with respect to some end, as specified by him. In other words, there are no implications at work here; physical and economic sameness are not synonyms.

The correct inference from the above consideration is that a notion of a supply cannot be constructed along the lines of physical sameness. It is simply not necessarily the case that a stack of physically identical items would always constitute one and the same supply. Let us consider persons A and B and their respective, mentally framed, ends. A’s end is to travel from C to D (at any velocity, under any circumstances); whereas B’s goal is to depart from C and arrive at D with a velocity ranging from 80–100 mph. Certainly, different items would satisfy these respective ends. A would find all vehicles equally serviceable; whereas B would make some finer distinctions; that is, a car would do for him but not a bike or a plane for that matter. Since for these two persons, the items falling under the category of the same economic good would differ, we cannot stack those clearly distinct supplies on a two-person scale, let alone draw up a supply curve taking into account the both of them. What is worse, one man’s meat is another man’s poison. It can turn out to be the case that an item which is an economic good for A constitutes an economic bad for B or vice versa, which would again preclude the derivation of any social notion of the supply. Therefore, given that, it seems that our
two extremes alluded to in the introductory section can be exemplified. There can be an individual for whom all goods would be perfectly heterogeneous, while there can be another one for whom everything is economically the same.

If we are to escape from the Scylla of only one good, and the Charybdis of an indefinitely large number of them, we must resort to Austrian subjectivism.\(^{11}\) That is to say, for some people, cars, female companionship, films and music are the same good. For others, for most of us, this is just plain silly. Thus, there is no one right way to determine the supply of a good. It varies from person to person, and, for each individual, it varies over time, as tastes change.

Precisely the same dilemma confronts advocates of antitrust lawsuits under neoclassical monopoly theory. The plaintiff\(^{12}\) wants to define the industry as narrowly as possible, so that the concentration ratio can be maximized. For him, the desiderata are not all food, nor all breakfast food, nor all cereal, nor, even, all dry cereal. In his view, even further industrial considerations must be employed, for example, whether the product includes sugar, or raisins, or anything else he can think of to raise the concentration ratio. In sharp contrast, the defendant desires as wide as possible a definition, so that the concentration ratio vanishes into thin air. For this side of the lawsuit, cars, female companionship, films and music will do just fine, and, even better if ski vacations, violins, bananas, shoe laces, etc., are tossed into the mix as well. So, who is correct? The plaintiff or defendant? The response emanating from the subjectivist economist is, don’t be silly. Any answer will necessarily be arbitrary. And yes, as the entire antitrust philosophy requires a coherent response to this challenge, it, too, must be jettisoned.\(^{13}\)

\(^{11}\) States Hayek (1979, p. 52): “And it is probably no exaggeration to say that every important advance in economic theory during the last hundred years was a further step in the consistent application of subjectivism.” Also, see the following on this issue: Barnett (1989), Block (1988), Buchanan and Thirlby (1981), Buchanan (1969, 1979), Butos and Koppl (1997), Cordato (1989), DiLorenzo (1990), Garrison (1985), Gunning (1990), Kirzner (1986), Mises (1998 [1949]), Rizzo (1979a, 1980), Rothbard (1979, 1997), Stringham (2008).

\(^{12}\) Whether a private party or the government.

V. CONCLUSION

Does the triviality objection pose any problems for Austrian subjectivism?

We contend that the answer to the above question is ‘not at all.’ Quite the reverse, once we construe the same economic good as this class of items that are perceived as serving the same ends, these being specified intensionally, we predict that there can be such economic actors for whom perfect economic homogeneity or perfect heterogeneity of goods will hold.\(^{14}\) In fact, Austrians believe that any human action demonstrates heterogeneity of goods even if they are physically indistinguishable.

Finally, perfect heterogeneity and perfect homogeneity must be a part and parcel of Austrian subjectivism. Certainly, since economic actors usually exhibit some finer discriminatory abilities (they frame ends more specifically), these two extremes are expected to be rarely instantiated.\(^{15}\)
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\(^{14}\) Neither is likely, but it does not constitute a logical contradiction to posit it exists.

\(^{15}\) To reiterate, heterogeneity is ubiquitous—any human action evidences it. After all, the claim that two items are the same economic good cannot be demonstrated in action. But two means can constitute the same economic good if they are believed to be equally serviceable with respect to some end/ends.
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